Raymarine does it again: New E & C Series for boat show

Revolutionary features, such as in-built WiFi and Bluetooth inter-connectivity, first unveiled on Raymarine’s breakthrough e7 multi-function device (MFD) last year, are now available on the company’s larger C and E Series models.

The new 9-inch c95/c97 and e95/e97 and 12-inch c125/c127 and e125/e127 displays deliver all the incredible advantages of the compact e7 on much larger displays.

Complete with 50 channel, high sensitivity internal GPS and integral high definition digital fish-finding, the new e and c Series units can seamlessly connect with a wide variety of Apple or Android phones and tablets. This means those on board can view charts, find fish, watch radar or thermal images and control the boat’s sound system anywhere on board, from their iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch or Android device.

Raymarine’s new e and c series displays also boast a stunning combination of market-leading brightness and clarity, while using 40% less power than their predecessors.

Surrounded with smart new bezels that ensure maximum screen size in a minimal footprint, Raymarine’s attractive new MFDs are also quick and easy to retrofit to existing vessels. Simply remove the older display, fit the appropriate adaptor plate (no need to drill new holes or make a new cut out), drop in the new e or c Series, fit the mounting screws to the pre-drilled holes and clip on the new adaptor bezel.

Designed by boaties for boaties, the new c Series and e Series displays come with Raymarine’s highly intuitive new Lighthouse interface. Easy to operate and easy to understand, these powerful new multi-tasking displays are also capable of being easily configured to suit individual owners and the way they go boating.

The new e Series are HybridTouch models, able to be controlled from either the touchscreen or the hard key interface; the new c Series models are hard key only.

Both will be on display for the first time at stand 297 of the 2012 Hutchwilco New Zealand Boat Show in Auckland in May and will then be available nationwide through Lusty and Blundell’s network of leading marine dealers.